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Cyprus : Perspectives and Options

Paper presented at the IAI conference "US-European Common Approaches

to Turkey Borne, 20-21 November 1998.

1. Cyprus as an issue of Turkish politics

The Cyprus issue lias since long been of eminent relevance for Turkish

foreign and domestic politics alike. In early 1998 Vice Prime Minister BtiJent

Ecévit stated that Cyprus is of indispensable strategic interest for Turkey and

^nkara would not withdraw its troops from the island, even if there were no

single Turkish Cypriot living on the island. It seems indeed that never before
 

1'

Tufkish politicians have expressed their determination to defend the Turkish

presence in Cyprus more vigorously than during the past two years.

Cyprus is located only 80 km from the Anatolian coast at the "soft belly" of

Anatolia. The island provides an ideal base for both protecting Turkey and

cftntròiiittg thè Eastern Mediterranean area and the Middle East. The
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à'giiDieiìt òfprotection has become'a new impetus since it has been decided

that the port of Ceyhan in the bay of Iskenderun will be the terminal for the oil

artcl gàS : pipelines from Central Asia in the future. In addition, exercising

contro) iti the Middle East has received a new relevance in the context of

Turkey's strategic alliance with Israel.

Ecjualiy important, the Cyprus issue is at the very core of Turkey's delicate

relationship with neighboring Greece and the European Union alike.

After all, critics see Ankara's conduct in Cyprus as proof that Turkey is

constantly violating human and international right and is therefore not eligible

for a close relationship with the European Union. Critics of Ankara 's policy in

Cyprus find support by numerous resolutions of international bodies like the

UN, the European Parliament, the Council of Europe, a. s o. Ankara has been

critizised mainly for :

- its continous occupation of 37% of the island with considerable military

forces ;

? intentionally colonizing Northern Cyprus with population from Anatolia and
!

' 1 '    '

thereby Changing the demographic character of Cyprus ;

; Ra^f Óenktash and the leadership in Ankara have always argued that the

1974 fnilitary intervention and Occupation of part of the island was instead a

"peace- operation" legitimized by the Zurich/London Treaty of Guarantee

Which i$ a part of the constitution of the Republic of Cyprus. According to

: penktasb, the Greek Cypriots already destroyed the basis for ethnic

cohabitation in 1963/64. He considers the military presence of Turkey to be

iridispjensable for the security of the Turkish Cypriots. Ankara has stationed

about 35000 soldiers of the; third Turkish army as well as 350 tanks on the
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island

; (iti comparison : some'650 Greek officers are in the Greek Cypriot
"

"

.' '"
.• • I •

»

i Màtiòtìal Guard ; an additional 950 Greek soldiers are in the Greek contingent

in Cyprus - ELDYK) Turkey is the only
't

'

i

country which has recognized the

.
. 'fTurkish Republic of Northern Cyprus", declared by Rauf Denktash on 15

November, 1983. I

ii the past, Ankara's aspirations to achieve a closer relationship with the

European Union have at least theoretically been an. incentive to show some

will to compromise in the Cyprus question. After Turkey's rejection by the

Luxembourg European Council in December 1997, this incentive has finally
become irrelevant. Now, Turkish politicians have little reason to hide their

political and strategic concepts and options behind, diplomatic formulas.

Not only has Turkey seen its interests violated by the way, the Turkish EU-

application has been dealt with. In a similar way, Ankara was snubbed by the

way, the Greek Cypriot 1990 application for full membership was handled by

the EU countries. From Ankara's perspective Greece was in a position to

blackmail its EU partners to act according to its interests, whereas Turkey had

to remain helpless without being able to exert much influence.

At this point, a short review of recent Cyprus - EU relations seems

appropriate. On June,3,1990, the government of the Republic of Cyprus

formally presented its application for full membership to the EU. Three years

later, on June 30,1993, the Commission of the European Community

presented its Opinion to the Cypriot application. The application of the

Republic ofCyprus in the name of all Cypriots was recognized as being

legitimate. The EC-Commission stated that Cyprus was meeting the
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; tòiiuireÉèntS : of the EC-Treàty and other relevant legal frameworks.

• •
• ? '-^/ertìfeléss the Commission addressed two major problems that were'

tìie Cypriot a plication :p

j ; i^ jJji, WJièréjas the south of the island presented no major problem s concerning

the-adaption of the Acquis Communautaire, economic competitiveness, and

Othpr factors, the same was not true of the north. For example, GDP per capita

H' re^hèd!5$% ofthe EC average in the south but only 19% in the north.

(2) The Commission stressed, that the integration of Cyprus into the European

Union must imply a peaceful, just, and durable solution of the Cyprus

question.

The latter statement of the Commission could easily be interpreted as a

demand for a solution of the Cyprus question prior to an accession. However,

the key question "solution before accession ?" was put aside in the following

political process . In June 1994 the European Council in Corfu decided to

consider the Cypriot application in the next round of EU enlargement. On

March, 6, 1995 the Greek Cypriots and Greece attained a substantial

breakthrough, when Greece gave up resisting the establisment of a customs

union between the EU and Turkey. As a quid pro quo for Greece's willingness

; | tó compromise, it was d
  i

'

i

ecided to start accession negotiations with Cyprus six

:
ìtìònths after the commencement of the Intergovernmental Conference

(Maastricht A). This decision was reconfirmed several times at later meetings

Af tile European Council. As concerns the connection ofthe Cyprus

/
: membership with a solution to the Cyprus question, the hope was expressed
• that the ongoin accession rocess would ct t l f h Cg a as a ca a t tp ys or e rusyp

! • qjuestion. Additionally, thè Greek Cypriot side was asked to include Turkish

: , Cypriots into the delegation at the EU accession talks.
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fÙrkey .as; Wdl as the Turkish Gypriot leadership, have repeatedly expressed

: tbeir refusal to accept thè ELTs approach towards Cyprus. According to the

:
; Turkish position, the application of the Republic of Cyprus is illegal, as it

^òès nòt Reflect thè : will of the Turkish Cypriot community. The accession of

:

  C^ruà 'to. the EU is considered to be a disguised Enosis with Greece. The

'

: Treaty of Guarantee, according to the Turkish position, rules out any

: iajceéssiòn to political units like thè EU. Finally, an accession of Cyprus to the

EU should not be considered before Turkey itself has become a member of

the ÈU; and before the Cyprus question has been solved. Consequently to

these positions the Turkish side lias also rejected President Klerides ' offer to

inòlude Turkish Cypriots into the Cypriot delegation attending the accession

talks
.

Another reason for explaining Ankaras present hard line position towards

Cyprus may be seen in the light of a changing strategic situation in the

southern part of the island. At the end of January, 1997, the Klerides

government announced that it had ordered modern S-300 air-defence missiles

; in Russia to be stationed on the territory of the south. The order consisted of

four systems of 1.2 missiles each with a reach of 160 km. In Turkey, the

; announcement pfoyoked vehemént reactions : Prime Minister Tansu Ciller

threatened to destroy the missiles. The strategic purpose of deploying the S-

; 3001 Seemed to be obvious : The stationing of the missiles would for the first

time enable the Greek Cypriots to defend their airspace against the Turkish

airforce, and, Turkish aircrafts could even be hit behind the Anatolian

:
cjoastline. Nevertheless, military experts agree, that the S-300 do not endanger
the absolute military superiority òf thè Turkish army on the island. Turkey's

sjfcrong reactions to Greek Cypriot armament plans can only be understood if
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i -wte consider the lìeW ròle that Greece isjpJaying on the island. In Pafos a new

| .aitaste was established where Greek F-16-fighters will be deployed.

: Additionally, it was decided to erect a new port for Greek military vessels.
• •' ' v'i :

^ ; ;
'

- !- - /  

!

; \yifli its new bàses, Greece is at the same time meeting two requirements. In
.

j 1^3 Cyprus was declared part of a new Greek "defense doctrine " and a

:
common defence policy inaugurated between Athens and Nicosia. The;

, ; deployment ofGreek aircrafts is : indispensable for the Greek army to

effectively support the Cypriot National Guard, hereby giving some substance

to the common defense policy. At the same time the reach of the Greek

airforce is extended far into the Eastern Mediterranean area .
For this purpose

the Greek airforce needs the S-300 mainly for its own protection. Thus, much

more than by the S-300, the generals m Ankara are alarmed by the idea that

Greek aircrafts could use the Greek air base on Cyprus to attack the sensitive

"soft belly" of Anatolia.

As we have seen, Cyprus plays a manifold role in the foreign and military
- politics of Ankara.

In Addition, Cyprus has long since been an issue of Turkish domestic policy.

The fate of the compatriots in Cyprus has stirred up national feelings in

Turkey. Consequently, no government in Ankara has ever dared to exercise

severe pressure on the Turkish Cypriot leadership for substantial concessions

in the Cyprus question. Turkish politicians feared the risk of being denounced

as national traitors at home. More recently, Cyprus has become an issue of

domestic Turkish policy in yet another sense : In a. common declaration on

July, 20,1997, : President Démirel and Mr Denktash agreed on a partial

•integration of the "TRNC" to Turkey. Turkey should take over the

responsibility for the foreign and defence policy from the TRNC. At the end of
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March, 1998^ Turkey, and the TRNC agreed on the establishment of an

economic liilion, "From now on we are considering the KKTC as a part of

ourselves", Minister of State Olirei has been quoted saying. Turkey's motives
1 '

 

to partly arinex the "TRNC" have been outlined above. Ankara may put the

blame for its Cyprus policy on others. Still, it provides additional arguments

; for ;those within the EU, who prefer Turkey to be left out in the Jong run .

Afa press conference on August 31,1998, Denktash, accompanied by

Turkish Foreign Minister Ismail Cem, presented a document containing

proposals for a solution of the Cyprus question. According to Denktash, it

constituted a last effort to bring about an acceptable and durable solution in

Cyprus. It called for the establishment of a special relationship between

Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus and Greece and the

"Administration" in Southern Cyprus respectively, by means of analogous

treaties. The Turkish Cypriot and the Greek Cypriot side should recognize

each other as sovereign states with equal rights. The two states on the island

should then form a "Cyprus confederation". If both parts of the confederation

agreed, it could then apply for EU membership. A comparison of the latest

proposals with earlier positions taken by Denktash reveals that they do not

contain many new elements. As concerns Turkey's relationship with the

TRNC the proposal was just a repetition of the de-facto situation with the

TRNC being a protectorate, of Turkey. But the proposals do al least constitute

a clarification of the Turkish position. Some months earlier Mebmet Ali

Birand criticised the Turkish (Cypriot) policy in the following sense :

According to Birand} Turkey has always wanted a partition of Cyprus but

• instead pretended its readiness to negociate about a federation.
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v ; ome analys s have arguefi tbat the US-administration is not th hlt oroug y

òj^pòseà to thjfi Dènktash proposals. But, Madleine Albright and other US-

; -of^ stress that they fully sup ort the UN lp rop posa s as a

'

: j^r ^egociatioris. That is, any solution ofthe Cyprusj : question should be

} Ib&iéi icwa ia: bi-j^ federation. This formula is inv

principle_

'

widely àcceftted also by the EU member-states and - last but not least - the

f I è^fiòt m^ority ori the island.

i 'l • ' ' '
r " '

A consensus about a solution for the Cypms question i s far from being on th

horizon. $till, the EU has formally opened accession negociations with the

Republic of Cyprus on November 10. Yet, there is still the risk of an armed

conflict involving Greece and Turkey as long as the plan for stationing the S-

300 missiles in the south of Cyprus is not finally abandoned.

2y Perspectives and Strategies for Cyprus
i .. . .

!

• *
  !

;
2.1. Maintaining Peafre and Reducing Security Risks

'

.

"

•  " 'i. ! ì '
 

; i Preventing ; aft armed conflict on and around the island is the immediate task

: fòr all parties interested in
.
the security and stability of the area. Jn more

1 ppftcretje tehns,
,
thb following issues have to be addressed :

'

(1) Military kle-escalation at the Green Line : The United Nations Forces in

è Gyf^i CUI^FICYP), with presently only about 1200 men have by and large
i : been àbìé to prevent armed escalations at the demarcation line. The bloody
Jevénfó ofslimmer 1995, when 5 people were shot and many were injured, yet

:
: .  Wéiì tliat the capability -ofthe blue helmets to prevent violent incidents,

'

; esjieeiiaUy during mass demonstrations, is limited. De-escalation at the Green
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tm& is
:p2ià of an ;ongoing military dialogue involving NATO and the UN tha

itóédis%be :^

(2) Thè déplpymmt of S-300 in the south has to be prevented ; Pressure from

EU couriMes as #elJ as from the US has been considerable in that respect.

Most EU-coùntriés are not'likely to admit accession to a country involved in

acutè Military coftfrpntation. By providing support to the critics of a Cyprus

accession, the S-300 issue has already caused considerable damage. The US

do not appreciate the idea of a Russian missile system stationed on the island,

the radar system of which needs to be supported by Russian specialists.

President Klerjdes was right in his argument that the S-300 would not really

threat the military superiority of Turkey over the island. Yet, he has

understood that the negative repercussions of the armament project inspired

by Greek generals are too big a prize to pay for an uncertain increase in

security. Military experts have stated that the S-300 can be easily identified

and neutralized by the Turkish airforce. The costs involved in the armament

project - about 2,5 billion dollars - are a heavy burden for the economy.

• ' :

Foreign tourists, thè. most important source of foreign currency, are deterred

from visiting the island. Thus, President Klerides is presently struggling to

find a way out of his self-màde "missile trap". Klerides has once again

presented, a plan for a complete de-militarization of the island. If de-

m'iìitaù^tion could be accomplished, the Greek Cypriot side would

reconsider jts ; S-300 project, such is Klerides' offer. Greek Foreign Minister

PangaJps presented another suggestion for a solution : With a military flight

moratoeuin applied, the S-3Q0 would be rendered unnecessary. Turkey lias

rejectediMérides! and Pangalos proposals. Recently an analyst has stated that

aimamèhtin the greek part ofCyprus may also serve as an excuse for
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-y .Turkey's o*yn armament activities : As concerns the S-300, the government of

' the Republte òf Cyprus has postponed their deployment several times. Former

{ : ; president vfassiìiou, head, of the Cyprus delegation at the EU accession talks,

hàis recently suggested m an interview : The deployment of the S-300 will be

; postponed to the end of December or to the end of another month. Still, a way
; òutpf Éé^niissile trap

" has to be invented.

. ; .. (3<) Generally the armament race on the island has to be slowed down. This

task is even more important m the Jong run, and is certainly more difficult

Armament in Cyprus is connected to the huge armament programs launched

by Greece and Turkey. Greece is currently spending 4.8% of its GDP for

military puiposes, more than any other country in the EU. On 6 November

] 998 Athens announced the purchase of four batteries of US-made patriot

missiles at a cost of 1.2 billion dollars. Additionally, substantia! military

equipment will be ordered in France and Canada, Greece intends to spend

about 24 billion dollars for modernizing its military forces during in the next

fi^efyears, On the other hand Turkey has started a giant armament program

with 150 billion dollars to be spent for the modernization and the extension

.
combat efeliveness during the next 25 years. Both the US and some

•Éufppe^i sitates are supplying military equipment to Turkey and Greece and

thus have little credibility in demanding measures of disarmament.

V ; ^Deficient security in Cyprus is also caused by national hatred and

; prejudices on both sides. After all, any durable solution for Cyprus, and even

•
: -thjb tnaiijdtdtiiaiice of peace in case ofi a non-solution, must be built on a certain

: ; degree' ofìàùtìial confidence. It was ; this logic that inspired UN Secretary

(^rieral feioutros Ghali to put confidence building measures (CBM) at the top
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oftìis a^da i*1 bis 1992 Set of Ideas. Regardless bow desparate the outlook

à>egòòiated solution may be - CBM are to be considered necessary by all

<-   parties iilteirèsted in a lasting stability on a little island.

2 :̂ :Accession Tatks with the European Union

;
On 10 November 1998, the EU has started accession talks simultaneously

R^ublic of Cyprus and the Central and East European countries

Hurigary, Poland, the Tchech Republic, Slovenia and Estonia. With the

excellent economic performance of the Republic of Cyprus, the accession of

Cyprus is becoming a more and more realistic perspective. At the same time

more and more of the EU-members seem to feel uncomfortable with the idea

of Cypftis becoming a member. The S-300 issue as well as the deadlock in

mtercommunal negociations reminds the EU of a dilemma wbib has not been

solved but just banished. The EU partners feel uneasy with Greece

continously tiying to block payments to Turkey according to the financial

protocols : On the other hand, the December 1997 decisions as concerns

Turkey have left some ofthe EU leaders with a bad conscience. The US, on

the otitór hand, have been pressing for a change in the EU policy against

Turkey ; At1 the Luxembourg EU-summit of October 5, French Foreign

Mkii3tèr Védrine stated that Cyprus cóuìd not become a member of the

European iUnion without a prior solution of the Cyprus question. The French

pòsitìoìi v^s supported by other countries. German Foreign Minister Klaus

fonkel àt àn earlier occasion has expressed the view that the accession of a

(Uvided island is hard to imagine. Nevertheless, according to Kinkel, Turkey

shoitid not.bave the right to veto the accession of Cyprus. Despite of all

!
, reiservMions thè EU partners might have - it is Greece who objects to putting
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:
- -iti iuiy Aèvv;preconditiohs ili the case of Cyprus. Greece has repeatedly made

> itjdear feat it; Would, otherwise veto the ElTs eastern enlargement.

I c
- "I

'

I ••• -M;

Taking mtò àpcpunt the preSént situàtion within the EU, there are three

''

possible scenarios concerning the accession process of Cyprus to the

4EuropeanOriioh :

'

; . (1) the accession talks will stagnate as the existing diplomatic impasse cannot

v bé resolved ; this might eventually alsò imply a failure of the whole Eastern

enlargement of the EU ;

S. 02

(2) the Republic of Cyprus will be unilaterally accepted as a member, with an

option given to the Turkish Cypriots to join later ; at least, this option seems to

be acceptable for the Greek Cypriot leadership and Greece. The provisions of

the Treaty ofRome concerning the divided Germany are considered to be a

similar case (yet, the situation is quite different). The EU-Commission has

stated that the Option of an unilateral accession of the South wall imply some

; technical problems but will be principally feasible. While it would meet the

. Greek Cypriot European aspirations it will most certainly mean the end to all

hopes for a unification ofCyprus. Turkey will most probably react with a final

l^ortbeni Cyprus There been little discussion about die victims

df such a scenario : certainly, these will be the Turkish Cypriots who will be

(3) Cyprus Will become member as a whole : In fact, such an option is most

> tirijikely a£ It must be baséci on à solution of the Cyprus question according to

i conóeptS ;
ofthe Greek Cypriots and the United Nations : The provisions of

r

: tììe .EU-treaties require a .strong central government that acts as a legal
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; • ; tról$ the economic policy arid guarantees for the functioning

-
: 1 Market on the whole territòri In short, such an option would

^©qiaire tìiM thè "Cyprus khot'1 must be cut without cutting the island into two

"

. \ time :

.v^  

;
! !> M- NfegdMatihe a Solution for Cyprus  

'

;
-

•

:
' tf\ve dèSiié;à :6olutipn ofthe Cyprus question to be a true alternative to the

; Stàtus'quQ- may be postulated that all the elements of such a solution have

been on the atgenda. in earlier negotiations. It ; should be based on the mode] of

a bi-àohat ànd bi-communal federation. Such elements should include

confidence building measures, demilitarization and the establishment of an

international military force, econ omic incentives for the Turkish Cypriots,

a. s o. Firiding Hie elements for a just solution, the Boutros Ghali "Set of Ideas "

of 1992 :nìày be useful, at least as a "quarry".

Who cotild eventually cut the Cyprus knot and bring about a solution to the

• Cyprus ^uèstion ? :

T)ie United Nations have recently (at the end of September 1998) launched

anpihcrjCyprus initiative. The previous initiative of intercommunal

hegócjlai|òa5 in <jlion/Switzerland has failed h'ke countless previous UN
' imttóyès.^ Denktash had demanded a prior recognition of the

J ^ :l|RNG:as} ;a sovereign state Mid furthermore the withdrawal of the Greek

  :
, j\ forEU membership. With the Turkish resistance to a

òleàxnér than ever befttfe, the prospects for the new

 
,

:|àÉtóye àfe^eiy^jng but bright. It seems that the UNs means of offering

fgfàqd have been exhausted.
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Thè Ei^opean Uniòn is itsélf interested in a solution. But it has neither the

as à negociator nor is it a credible and independent

intèmiedjàtor, -wth Greécè as a member. US initiatives, like Holbrookes

recfe^t mission, have equally failed. The EUs demand that the accession

prtftess. should act às a catalyst to a solution seems to remain wishful

The most probable option for the years to come is the preservation of the

status quo on the island, with occasional interventions from mainly tJ^e US to

preserve peace and prevent armed conflicts. With both sides armed to the

teeth, this task will be difficult enough .

After all, Ankara retains ; the key
! •

role in allowing a political settlement in

Cyprus. Yet, to allow for the establishment of a bi-zonal and de-militarized

federation, Turkey woul'd have to give up Northern Cyprus as a m ilitary base.

This implies that substantial incentives : should be given to Ankara. The EU

therefore must give Turkey a clear perspective for its future membership. Like

with other applicant countries the EU has to define its preconditions precisely.

Binding Turkey closer Europe seems to be the only possible strategy that

might finally cut tire Cyprus knot. It is a project that is in the interest of

Europe and the US alike.
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